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In [ 1 ] the concept of a weak (B, N)-pair of rank n was defined and those 
of rank two were classified. Besides the classical examples of the groups 
with bona fide (B, N)-pairs of rank two (or their derived groups) there are 
three further examples. Two of them were shown to be uniquely determined 
up to parabolic isomorphism and are closely related to the groups M,, and 
Jz. The other case was baptised “a group of type F,.” For it we gave a 
description of the 3-chief factors of the two paraboic subgroups. The 
parabolic isomorphism type of a group of type F, will be determined here 
by giving generators and relations for each of the parabolics. We will find 
that the purubolic subgroups are unique up to isomorphism. 
The generators and relations arguments depend heavily on the group 
theoretic/geometric information derived in [ 11. Some further geometric 
properties are determined at the beginning of this paper. Although most of 
the relevant information will be reviewed, we will assume that the reader is 
familiar with the results and notation of [l] throughout, in particular with 
(13.5)-(13.12). 
The arguments to determine the relations between the generators, 
although at times lengthy, can all be carried out by hand. Nevertheless, it 
was useful to have the Cayley computer program available to check the 
results and eliminate a number of computational errors. I am especially 
grateful to Ulrich Meierfrankenfeld for reading and correcting a serious 
mistake in an earlier draft. 
1. SOME GROUP THEORETIC/GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES 
We begin by summarizing some of the pertinent information in [ 11 
regarding a group G of type F3. 
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G is the free amalgamated product of G, and G, over B. G operates on 
its coset graph r via right multiplication and there exist two adjacent ver- 
tices CI, B in r with stabilizers G,, G,, respectively. The stabilizer of the 
edge joining CI and fi is B. Thus we have G, = Go, G, = G,, and G,, = B. 
Next, for any vertex 6 or we define Z6 = (n,Z(S) ( S~syl,(G~)), 
Q6 = O,(G,), and we let Gy) denote the pointwise stabilizer of all vertices at 
distance at most i from 6. For 6 = a, p and L, = 03’(G,), G satisfies (after 
possibly interchanging the roles of c( and p) 
(a) WQa = sLA3). 
(b) G,, is three-closed, G,, = S. K, with SE Syl,(G,,) and 
K = (t,, to), a Klein fours-group; also [ta, L6] c Q6. Furthermore, 
IG,: G,,J =4. 
(c) There exist normal subgroups 
1 c Z, c GL3’ c Qol = OP( G,) 
of G, so that 
(cl) Z, is a natural L,/Q,-module of order 9. 
(~2) Gc3)/Z, is a non-faithful irreducible module of order 27 for 
L/Q,. ’ 
(~3) L, induces two natural modules on the elementary abelian 
group QJG, c3) of order 81. 
(d) There exist normal subgroups 
1 CZBC VPCZ(WB) c W, c Gj;?’ c Q8 = O,( LB) 
of G, so that 
(dl ) Z,, Z( W,)/ VD, and Gf)/ W, are central L, chief factors of 
order 3. 
(d2) VP/Z,, W,/Z( W,), and Qs/Gf) are natural modules for 
LplQp 
(d3) C,,(t,) is not centralized by C,,(t,). 
(e) Writing “X+ ’ I”’ to mean “Xc6 = I”’ we have 
Z, f Z, 4 V, -% GL3) 4 W, 4 Q,. 
(f) G operates transitively on paths of length 7. 
(1.1) Q,/G:” IS an indecomposible G,/Q, module of order 3“. 
Proof: Let U, = C,b~(r~), so I U,I = 33 and U, is an irreducible C,e(t,)- 
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module. Since [U,, Q,] c Z,, it follows that lQ,/C,,(x)l < 32 for any 
1 #x E U,. If for some x this inequality were strict, then C,( U,) 3 GL3), 
which is impossible. Let Q E Sy1,(03’( C,J t,)). We can write 
U, = X, x X, x A’,, a direct sum of three Q-invariant subgroups of order 
three. Thus C,$(X.) Gc3)/G c3) describe three Q-invariant nines-groups of 
Q%/Ga) which are kermuted transitively by CGa(t,). However, it is easy to 
see that QJGY) possesses precisely four Q-invariant nines-groups. The 
result follows. 1 
(1.2). Gp) # Gk” 
Proof (Weiss). Let 0 be at distance 5 from a and at distance 6 from fl 
and label vertices (see Fig. 1). 
Choose involutions u E Gf) n G, and v E Gf) n G,. Choose 1 # z0 E Ze 
and 1 #z/, E Z,. Note that u interchanges the vertices I and 6 while v 
interchanges the vertices A and y. Furthermore, u and v each centralize 
QIQ,/Q, while u inverts Q,Q,/Q, and v inverts Q,Qs/Qs. Set z)=z;, 
z, = z;, and z = z0z4z,. It then follows that ZE GL*). Furthermore, since 
a= cz,, z$J EZ~ and b=[z,,z;‘]~Z,, we have that c1# 6, that is 
[z, z,,] # 1. Thus z 4 Gi3). 1 
(1.3). IG)f)I = 35 and GP) contains only one non-central L,-chief factor. 
Proof From (1.2) it follows that Gp) = Q,- I n Qp. Set U, = 
G’*) n GL212 so that U, is a normal subgroup of Q, of order 35. Since G 
o;erates transitively on paths of length 7, it follows that U, @ Gxt4 and so 
U, = C,,(t,)( U, n Q,+4); furthermore as U, contains Z( WP) we get by 
order considerations that U, = C,,( tg) V,. 
(3) Next note that [U,, QD] s Gp) n Gx+2 = Z( PI’,), so U, 2 Z( Q,/Z( W,)). 
Furthermore, as tg operates tixed-point-freely on Q,/U,, it follows that 
Q&J/B is abelian. On the other hand, [Q,n Q,, Qa] c Ga) and 
I [Qp n Ql, Qsl G$3)/G9 = 3. Thus [Q, n Q,, Q,l Z( wfi) = UD and so 
U,/Z( W,) = (Q,/Z( IV,))‘. Hence U,j is a normal subgroup of G, and, in 
particular, UP = Gf’. Clearly VP/Z, is the unique non-central LB-chief 
factor in U,. 1 
Let T denote the fixed points in r of the subgroup (t,, tg). Then T is a 
. =X 
!9 P x a B 
FIGURE 1 
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regular subgraph of r valency two. We will denote its vertices by integers 
with 0 = CI, 1 = /I, and i adjacent to i + 1. 
Note that Z-, is contained in Q, but not in Q,. Hence by (1.1) the class 
two group Q,/Z, is generated by elements of order three. Hence Qz/Za is 
of exponent three. Since GL*)/Z, is then also of class two, it follows that 
Ga)/Z, is abelian. So GL2’ = C,434tu) x [GL*‘, t,], and Gk2)/Z, is elementary 
abelian. 
For each 6 ET let ( ta) = (t,, tlr) n L,; for each 6 ET G-conjugate to a 
let Rd = [G$*), la], C,: = C,a)(“,); and for each 6 ET G-conjugate to /I let 
Cd = C,,(b). 
(1.4). CR,, Rx+21 c R,nR,+z. 
Proof. Let R,= C,(t,), then (R,l = 9. Let IKE RE Syl,(G,), and 
D, = CQaU$J. Then (R,R) c D, and by order considerations 
<R:)=R,R,+2= D,. Since tp acts fixed-point-freely on D,/R,, it is 
abelian. Hence CR,, Rs1+2] c R,c R,n Rz+2. 1 
Let tP~ TES~~,(C,~(Z,)). Let 1 #XE C,$r,) with [(x), T] = (x) (note 
that (x) is uniquely determined). It follows as in the proof of (1.1) that 
C, = C,(x) = Gp). (u, v) has order 3’ with some u, v E Q,. 
(1.5).(a) C,/Z, is elementary abelian. 
(b) [C.,, t,] is elementary abelian. 
ProoJ Let z = L,/Z,. We claim first that c, is elementary abelian. 
Since e, has exponent three (see the proof of (1.3)) it is enough to show - 
that C, is abelian. As c, is of class two and c,’ is S-invariant, it follows 
-, that if c, were not abelian, then C, = (x). But then it would follow that 
Cc,, t,] is extra-special of order 33 and exponent 3. Since Q = Sn L, - 
operates faithfully on [C,, fol] we get that [Q, (x)] = 1, a contradiction 
to the action of Q. Hence (a) holds. 
If CC,, t,] is not elementary abelian, then [C,, t,] 2: Z, x Z,. In this 
case the cubing map would induce an S-isomorphism between CJZ, and 
Z, and hence between Q,/Gf) and Z,. However, the centralizer in Z, of tS 
is centralized by a Sylow three-subgroup of G, while this is not true of the 
centralizer in Q,/Gp) of tS. Hence (b) holds. m 
Remark. It will turn out that R, is isomorphic to Z, x Z,. Unfor- 
tunately, I have not found any way to see this directly, but rather only as a 
by-product of the generator and relation arguments to follow. 
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2. GENERATORS AND RELATIONS FOR S 
We can now begin to give generators and relations for S, the Sylow 
three-subgroup of G,, . We first choose q E NL,( (t,, to)) so that q* = t,. It 
follows that q acts as a reflection on T. Choose 1 #z, E Z, and set 
ZX,=Z‘/EZ~,. Choose 1 #z,EZ~ and put z~,=zg. Let t~C~,((t,, ta)) 
and note that (t) is uniquely determined. It is easy to see from the 
structure of C,=(t,) that q inverts t. We have then that 
z,= <z,,z-,> and c, = (z,, t, zp,>, 
and 
z’: = 2 -1, 24 = z -3, p= t-1. (Ql) 
Recall that Gi3) = C, x Z, and Gi3) is elementary abelian. 
Next choose Y ~, E(C,+,~R,)\Z,~, and put 
r, =rY,. (Q2) 
We take 0~ (0, 1,2} so that 
r3 = z” 
1 I and r3, =zY1. (Cl) 
We have then that R,= (r,, rp,, z,, zP,) and Gi*)= (R,, C,). 
We note for the reader that unless explicitly stated the relations to follow 
will not depend on the value of rr. 
As r-, EL,+* but r-1 $Q,+, it follows that [r-, , z3] E (z,). Replacing 
z3 and z ._ 3 each by its square we may assume that 
Cr-1, z3] =z,. (RI) 
The action of q gives 
Cr,, z -31 =z-1. W) 
Since t E C, but t $ C,,(r,) it follows that [r,, t] E (zi). By squaring t if 
needed we may assume that 
Cr,, tl =zl. (R3) 
The action of q then yields 
[cl, t]=z-,. (R4) 
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Let r3 E CRx+,(r,)\Qa. If we replace r3 by its square if necessary we can 
arrange for the relation 
Cc,, r31 =zl (R5) 
to hold. From (1.4) we have that [rp,,r,]E[R,,R,+,]= (r,,zl). It is 
easy to see that replacing r, by an appropriate element of the coset r,Z, we 
can suppose that there exists 1 6 i 6 2 with 
[r ~, , r3] = r;. 
If R, is elementary abelian, we can view R, as a four-dimensional vector 
space over GF(3) with ordered basis (z,, ZL,, r,, r-,). The generators r3, 
q, z3 of C&t,) then have the form 
for some a E GF(3). (Note that our matrices always operate from the right.) 
Using these representations it follows from the fact that (r3, q, z3) has 
order 3423 that, in fact, a = 2, and so 
Cr - l,r31=rf. WI 
In the case that R, is not elementary abelian, we have 
~F=[z?,,r,]=[r3,,r~]=[r-~,r~]~. So again the same relation (R6) 
holds. If r:#l, then r:E(z3). But [~g,r~,]=zf~=r~=[r~,,r,]~= 
[r-,, ri] and so 
r: = zp. (C2) 
Since in either of the above two cases, r: E GL3) we can use (Ml) together 
with similar matrix representations of t and zP3 to compute that 
Czp3, r31 = tz3 and [t, r3] = zf. (R7) 
Together the above relations define the Sylow three-subgroup of the group 
Cdt,) .R,. 
Choose 1 #z,EZ~ and let z-~=z 4. Since (zP5) covers a Sylow three- 
subgroup of LB/QB it follows that Qa = CL*). (z,, ZL~). Since 
cz,, z P3] E [W,, ts] we see that [z,, zP3] E (z,), and so replacing zs by 
z:, if needed, we may assume that 
czsv z-31 =z1. 
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The action of q now yields that 
ll-59 ZJ =z-,. 
If we consider Gk3) as a five-dimensional vector space over GF(3) with 
-- the ordered basis (z,, z_, , z3, t, zx,), then the actions of 5, q, r _ r, and Z; 
of G = L,IG$3J are given by 
10 0 0 0’ 
11000 
q= 00100 
t 
00210 
00111 
i 
10000 
01000 
G= 20100 
02010 
00001 
= 
‘0 10 0 0 
20000 
00001 042) 
00020 
polo0 
043) 
Let T* = (q, qr3, ta) GL3) and TE Syl,(S*). T acts on C, and the unique 
Z, of C, normalized by T is (z,z-,), as can be easily checked from (M2) 
and (M3). Set D=CQ,(z3zP,). Hence D=G~3’~(uI,up,) for some u,, 
uPI E D. Furthermore, by (1.5) we may assume that u, E [D, t,] n CD(t,+ i) 
for i= k 1 and that ~4: = 1. It thus follows that 
From (M2) and (M3) and an easy calculation we see that U, and u_1 of G 
can be chosen so as to be represented on Gal by 
i 
10000 
0 1000 
iiy= 01100 
20010 
02001 
and so 
u -,= 
I1 0 0 0 0 
01000 
20100 (M4) 
02010 
\l 0 0 0 1 
u, E zZsr, (mod GL3)) and up, =z:r-, (mod Gt3)). 1 ( + ) 
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By replacing u1 by an appropriate element of the coset u,Zr we may 
furthermore assume that 
u, =uy,. 
It now follows immediately from (M4) that 
(43) 
cz-3, Ull =zY1, Ccu,l=z:, [z~,u,l=z~, WI 
Ez-3, u-,1 =z1, Ct, u-11 =?I, cz,, u-11 =z:. (R9) 
Consider V= GL’)/Z, as a live-dimensional vector space over GF(3) with 
ordered basis (r i, r ~, , z3, t, z _ 3) (each of the generators viewed mod Z,). 
Note that [r,,z,]E (z~) since rlEG,+4, but rl$Qorf4. Similarly, as 
r-] E CGfi,(ta+2) we have that [r-, , zs] E (t, zP i ). Hence the action of 
the generators 4, F3, I, of z, = L,/GL2’ on V is given by 
for some a, b E GF(3). From the fact that [r,, zs] = 1 we get that a= 6. If 
we now replace ukI, rfl, z++ z+~, and t each by its square, and a by 2a, 
then all of the above relations (and matrix representations) remain valid. 
Furthermore, after making these changes if necessary we may assume that 
a=b= 1, and so 
Cr,, z51 = z3 (mod -&I and [cl, z5] = t (mod Z,). 
This then gives the commutators (mod Z,) of the ui and the rj. Namely, we 
have 
[r,,u-l]-z: (modZ,) and [r-,, up,] = t* (mod Z,). 
The action of q now yields 
[r-,, u,] =zd3 (mod Z,) and Cr,, u,] z t (mod Z,). 
By choice, we know that r ~ I and u ~, is each inverted by t,, so if we let 
[r-,, uml] = t2z:r (note that this commutator is centralized by ta), then 
by a straightforward computation we get 
t’zy, = [r_,, upI]‘l= [r?,, u2,] = t’zU_:’ 
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and so a= 1 and 
[r-,, upl]=t2Ze1. @lOI 
The action of q then gives 
Cr,, u,] = tz:. (Rll) 
We have that u .1EG,+2 but uPI c$Q~+~. As rlE [Gi2J2,, fEi2] and also 
l4 --1~C~,+2(fa+~), then Cr,, u-,le CGL212, ta+21 = <r,, r3, zI, z3>. On the 
other hand it follows from above that [r,, u_ 1] = ziz;, for some 1 <a < 3. 
Thus 
z,zy= [r,, ~,]‘fi= [r,, d,] =z3z~+’ 
and so a = 2. Thus 
[r,, u-~] =z:z:. (R12) 
From the action of q we get that 
Cr-,, u,l=z~3zL~. W3) 
In order to complete the determination of Qr we must determine cr and 
so the cube of the ri)s. From the action of q it is enough to compute the 
cube of any one of them. To this end let U = (u _, , u, ) and note that U is 
elementary abelian of order 9. Note further that each element of U is inver- 
ted by t, and hence also each element of V’. Let 1 # u E U and write 
ur3 = ok, for some k E Gi3) (which depends on II). As U. Gi3) is of class two 
we get that 1 = (uk)3 = u3k3. Thus 
u3= 1. 
Using (M2) and (M3) we can see that 
(*) 
24’3 pl =u-,r: (mod GL3’) and u;‘=u,u -lr ~, rf (mod GL3)). 
Let u=u-, and u=u ~, t-f. We can now compute that u3 = r: z:, so (*) 
gives 
1 = r6z2 1 I and r3=z2. 1 I 
So r, has order 9, cr = 2, and 
r3 = z2 1 1, t-3 I =2-l, r:=z,. (C3) 
Let u and u be as above. Recalling that u’~ is inverted by t, gives 
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kp’up’ = (uk)‘== ulZkfZ. Write k = k,k, with k,,e C,p)(t,) and k, EZ,. This 
yields 
(kg-‘)- ’ k,’ = 00’“. (**I 
Let u = u- 1. We can view (**) as the vector space equation (on GL3)) 
ko . 
Thus k,=z: and 
d3 -, =u-,r*z3 * *k 
for some k E Z,. Suppose that u?, = u-, rTz:z:z6,, for some 0 <a, b < 2. 
Upon replacing r, by rl z:” ( an making the appropriate changes to the d 
definition of r _ I ), then all the previously given relations hold and 
additionally we may suppose that a = 0. Since [u-, , r3] E R,,, n Q, = 
(Zl, z3, r,), we get that b=O, and 
CU- ,, r3] = r:zi. (Rf4) 
Now let u=ur and let u=uluplr-.,rf. We apply (**) to get 
20000’ 
02000 
ko. 22200 
02020 
20002, 
So k. = zY3 t2z: and 
22 a b ~;~=24,~~~r~,r~zZ~f z3z1z-, 
for some 0 6 a, b < 2. Replacing u, by u,zf, u-, by u-, zzbr , r, by r,zf, and 
r by r- Iz’b, all the previous relations remain valid, but we may 
additionally suppose that b = 0. 
We next compute [u,, r3]‘fl in two ways. On the one hand, from 
the commutator identities we have [u,, r3]‘fl = [u,, r:][ul, r:] 4 = 
u~lr~lrfz_3f2z3zfa+1, while, on the other hand, from the action of tp we 
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get [ul, r3]‘p=u2,r21r:z_3t2z3z~. Comparing the two we have a = 2a + 1 
(mod 3) and a = 2. Thus 
[IU ,, r3] =u-,rp1rfz~3t2z:zf. (RI51 
The generators zkI, zk3, 2, rkl, u+,, and r3 together with the relations 
(RI) through (R15) and (C3) determine the Sylow three-subgroup S of the 
group G, n G, completely. 
Our choice of generators gives the action of t, and tg on these generators 
to be the following. 
I, 
z*l=z 
-I II -1 
r*l=r+l, 
1, -1 
_+I, u_+,=u _+l, 
cz k3, &I = It, &I = Cr3, &I = 1. 
ztic,=z:;, r’F1 =r:t, qj=z;:, u’!, =u::, rfr=r;‘, 
Cz,, tpl = [Ir,, tgl = Cl, tsl = Cu,, la1 = 1. 
Thus we get complete generators and relations for G, n G,. 
3. THE PARABOLICS 
We now determine generators and relations for the complete parabolics 
G, and G,. To do this we need essentially only one further generator for 
each of the parabolics. 
We begin with G,. We first need to write z5 as a word in the generators 
for Ql. From (+) we have that z: = ~-,rZ,z~~t~z~z~z~~ for some 
0 6 a, b, c, d, e d 2. Since zg is centralized by t,- 1 we immediately get that 
a = c = d = 0. Furthermore, as z5 is centralized by r3 a simple computation 
gives that b = 2, e = 0. The action of q now gives 
z,=u2,r~,t22,, z-,=u:r,tz,. 
It is straightforward (and somewhat edious) to determine that the follow- 
ing (non-trivial) commutator relations hold between zk5 and the 
previously given generators of S. 
cz-37 z51= z:, Cr,, z51 = z3, Cr- 1,z51=tZ~l=CU..1,ZSl, 
[u,, zsl =z’3z21z:, 
cz,, z-51 =zll, [r,, zPs] = t2zf= [u,, z-,I, 
[r-,, zpsl =zC3, cc,, z-51 =z3z-,:,, 
Cr3, zps ] =u-,r-lr~z-3z3z_lz~, [z,, z_,] =zY3z:zZIzf. 
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Now choose r E N,,(K)\ K so that r centralizes t and so that r2 = tD. 
(A moment’s thought reveals that this is indeed possible.) Note that r acts 
as a reflection on T. From the structure of C,(t) it follows that 
(z- 5, r) N S&(3). To determine G, it is enough to know the action of r 
on QP. 
Replacing r by r - ’ if necessary we may assume that z: , = zj. Viewing 
[W,, ta]/Z, as a four-dimensional vector space over GF(3) with ordered 
basis (z-,, z3, z-~, z5) the action of z-S is then given by 
1000 
2 100 
Z 
-5= i 1 0010 2221 
In order for (z _ 5, r) to be isomorphic to Z,(3) we must have r be 
represented by the matrix 
0 100 
2000 
r= 
i 1 
0001 . 
0020 
Hence z”~ = z5. 
Since r3-, =z-, and r: = z3 we get that r”, E~~.Z~. Let r”, = r3z$ for 
some 0 <h 6 2. It follows that r; = r2, z”_: 2. We need only determine b to 
have a complete description of G, . To this end we note that a convenient 
set of relations for the group (zP5, r) is given by the following. 
z3,, r4, Cz-,, r21, [zc,, zY5] = rZms, (rz-5)3. 
We compute that 
rr”.5=r2 h+2 3 -lZ 3z- I 
r~~5)2=r~z~r~1r~z~~3t2z~z~Iz~ 
r(rzms)‘z r3Z$+2Zh+2Z2h+ 1 
3 -I 1 . 
It follows that b = 1. 
We now turn to G,. Here we will determine that the relations between q 
and r3 are uniquely determined. To this end we note that the action of 
q* = qr3 is easy to compute and is given by 
rq*=r2,r,zt1z,, ry’ , =rfrZlzf 
q’ = z -1ZiT zc, =zzlz,. 
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Since q* centralizes t, we get that [q, q*] E t, (mod C,). Recall that 
C&t,) acts faithfully on R,. It is now an easy task to check that 
[q, q*] = t,z2,tz,. Similarly, [q*, r3] =q (mod C,) and we have that 
ccl*, r3] = qzZ 3 t*. This completely determines the isomorphism type of G,. 
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